
INTERIOR DESIGN CATALOG
We will help you design your space 



ABOUT US

INTERIAA Interior Design and Architecture is a full-service interior

design company located in Bengaluru since 1998, specializing
in both residential and commercial design. Whether you need a

quick refresh of furniture and paint colors, or an extensive whole-

house renovation, we can provide the expertise to make sure
the project runs smoothly and gives you the best results possible.

We are extremely flexible and nimble. We have relationships
with many local craftsmen and subcontractors, so you can be

assured that your project is completed with the highest

standards.



LIVING ROOM

A living room is the space where people spend plenty of time, so it is important to 

create a balanced atmosphere. Usually, for smaller rooms, white walls or pastel tones 

are appropriate. Bold colors can optically reduce the impression of space.



BED ROOM

One great modern bedroom design idea
is to break up sharp, sterile lines with
stripes and other shapes. As pictured,
the staggered mirror wall design, copled
with a striped rug and futuristic
overhead fixture keep
the bedroom decor clean and modern
without sacrificing personality.



COOKING

Kitchens are the heart of the

home,

Whether L-shaped,

U-shaped or

Galley,
the right kitchen design is the
one that truly enhances your
lifestyle and your life.
Waterproof Material with all Soft

closing fittings



WARDROBE

SOFA



BATHROOM

POOJA ROOM 



Contact Details

+91 9886332270
+91 7411350588

Visit us at
www.interiaa.com

@Interia_a

Get Instant Quality
Results Now!

Benefits of 3D Rendering

✓ Completed project can be 

restored and modified anytime. 

✓ Images can be crisp and Clear at 

any size.

✓ We can provide draft images for 

review during the production 

process.

✓ Images can show products that 

do not exist. 

FLOOR PLAN 

Benefits of 2D PLAN

✓ A floor plan is a scaled diagram 

that may depict a building.

✓ Property specific details

✓ furniture layout

✓ It provides the basic blueprint of 

the floors

✓ explains the elevations

@inte.riaa

Get Rendering 
Interior Design 

We Have worked with 

Shilhaandara

resort

And many more..


